
Redesigning Currency / 22:342: Studio Problems in Typography / Spring 2011 / Cutler-Lake

Objective
The purpose of this assignment 
is to better understand the role of 
hierarchy and consistency within 
typographic practice. 

Hierarchy: “A typographic hierarchy 
expresses an organizational system for 
content, emphasizing some data and 
diminishing others.” 

See Lupton’s comments on hierarchy.

Assignment
Redesign the current U.S. $1.00, $5.00, 
and $20.00 bills, creating one front and 
one back for each. You are creating a 
series: the design of each bill should be 
directly related to the others. 

Process
1. Study the existing currency, and 
list the information that appears on it. 
For example, all currency contains the 
country of issue, the denomination, 
a serial number, and certain phrases 

such as “this note is legal tender for all 
debts, public and private.”

2. Using pen/pencil and paper, make 
thumbnails of alternate currency 
designs. Focus on type above all else. 
Think about hierarchy first: what 
needs to be immediately legible? 

3. Pick best 3 concepts and develop. 
Choose best concept and produce. 

Optional
» Replace the dollar sign with a glyph 
of your own invention.
» Make up your own country.
» Use information from the currency 
of another country.

Specifications
Size: Up to you. It must fit in a 
standard billfold or wallet.

Imagery: Keep non-typographical 
information to a minimum, though 
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Treasurer of the United States.

Secretary of the Treasury.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

SERIES
2010

Abraham Lincoln
16th President of the United States
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George Washington
1st President of the United States
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Treasurer of the United States.

Secretary of the Treasury.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Alexander Hamilton
1st United States Secretary of the Treasury
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THE THIRD AND FOURTH
AMENDMENTS

No Soldier shall, in time of peace be 
quartered in any house, without the 
consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, 
but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

The right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall 
not be violated, and no warrants shall 
issue, but upon probable cause, supported 
by Oath or affirmation, and particularly 
describing the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized.
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TRUST IN REASON1 ONE

THE FIRST AND SECOND
AMENDMENTS

Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting 
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the 
right of the people peaceably to assemble, 
and to petition the Government for a 
redress of grievances.

A well regulated Militia, being necessary 
to the security of a free State, the right of 
the People to keep and bear Arms, shall 
not be infringed.
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TRUST IN REASON
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THE SIXTH
AMENDMENT

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused 
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public 
trial, by an impartial jury of the State 
and district where in the crime shall have 
been committed, which district shall have 
been previously ascertained by law, and to 
be informed of the nature and cause of the 
accusation; to be confronted with the 
witnesses against him; to have compulsory 
process for obtaining witnesses in his 
favor, and to have the Assistance of 
Counsel for his defense.

available glyphs and glyphic 
typefaces like Adobe Wood Type 
Ornaments are fair game. You may or 
may not choose to include a portrait.

Currency design is not simple for 
one good reason: anticounterfiting.  
Do some research on this, and 
incorporate it into your design. 

Color: Again, up to you. You’re not 
limited to green! Think about the 
ways in which color is used within 
a country’s currency: color may be 
used to identify or categorize unique 
denominations.

Presentation: Please mount all 
six examples (3 fronts and 3 backs) 
on a 15" x 20" board. Process book 
is mandatory.

Due Wednesday, March 9th. See 
schedule for details.


